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Dear Alumni,
June has been quite an exciting month for
the #TUTAlumni Family. We have proudly
witnessed some of you assuming critical
roles in various disciplines, fulfilling the
University’s main objective of “making
knowledge work”. We also appreciate your
noble efforts of engaging in community
upliftment initiatives and empowering
others. Your continued commitment and
support towards your alma mater through
monetary donations and empowering
our students through imparting your
knowledge during the recent Webinar and
other platforms, is greatly welcomed.

Alumni reaching out to

FINANCIALLY CHALLENGED STUDENTS
The novel TUT Bursary and Scholarship Fund exists to assist financially
challenged students with their academic costs. While we acknowledge the
immense role played by NSFAS, we note that
a significant number of our students still do
not fall within the set threshold to qualify
for funding from this scheme. We call on our
Alumni to help us reach out to fellow aspiring
academics to realise their dreams. Help us
ignite their spark to fulfil their goals.
To donate, please follow the link below

In this issue…

Dr Tlou Theophilus Cholo (Hon) shares
his vision of #ConnectingGenerations
and improving the lives of South Africans
through education. He encourages alumni
and young people to appreciate the
legacy of past emancipators and make
quantifiable contributions to society.
We celebrate our exceptional alumni
who continue to hold the name of the
University in high esteem. Meet our
#AlumniOnTheMove, making waves in a
variety of disciplines: Dr Sipho Mbatha,
Dr Tshiamo Ramalepa, Peter Mbelengwa,
Phaphama Tshisikhawe, Pinky Mokwena
and Jonas Magedi
Our newly appointed first-ever female
Executive Dean in the Faculty of
Engineering and the Built Environment
(FEBE), is eager to engage with our
engineering alumni and has a special
message for the #TUTAlumni in
Engineering.
We welcome our new specialist writer
and contributor, Anda Mbikwana, a TUT
journalism alumnus who will be sharing
his expertise on a variety of topics in the
Drum Beat column.

https://www.tut.ac.za/alumni-tut/i-want-todonate

Win!

Who is the Executive Dean of the Faculty of Engineering
& Built Environment at TUT?
Please send your answer, name and
contact number to: alumni@tut.ac.za
before 31 August 2021
Please mark the subject field:
COMPETITION
Our prize winner for the
previous competition is:
Ingrid Segola from Mamelodi
East, Pretoria
Note: Only registered
#TUTAlumni can enter

EDITOR: Shalate Davhana
CONTRIBUTORS: Nadia Ross, Willa de Ruyter, Keabetswe
Phetoane, Nqabomzi Msutwana
GRAPHICS: freepik.com, unsplash.com and shutterstock.com

Happy reading !

Keep sending us your stories !
Email:

ourbeat@tut.ac.za or
alumni@tut.ac.za

https://www.tut.ac.za/alumni-tut/about

Win this exclusive
TUT branded knife set!

Disclaimer

This publication may contain third party advertisements and links to third party sites. The Tshwane
University of Technology does not make any representation as to the accuracy or suitability of any of the
information contained in these advertisements or sites. TUT does not accept any responsibility or liability
for the conduct or content of those advertisements and sites and the offerings made by the third parties.
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Message from the VC
Dear Alumni,
The first half of 2021 has once again been quite progressive for the University.
We witnessed #TUTAlumni and staff breaking new ground in academia and also
assuming strategic roles in the private and public sectors. It is quite satisfying
that the University continues to deliver on its promise of empowering people and
making virtuous contributions to the South African society at large.

I am particularly proud of our new graduates who recently received
qualifications during the virtual Autumn graduation ceremony. You have
demonstrated the noble character and fortitude as it is expected of
this great Institution. Despite the disruptions the University has faced
as it responded to the COVID-19 pandemic, a total of 13 903 graduates
managed to successfully complete their courses and receive their
qualifications. I am confident that you will flourish in your respective
careers and subsequently make significant contributions to the national
development agenda.

staff members, Council members, individual donors, corporates, and
students. We appreciate their enormous sacrifices through consistent
contributions to this Fund. The future success of this auspicious initiative
greatly depends on you, whereas you have truly demonstrated the spirit
of Ubuntu and the commitment to building a better South Africa for all.

The University is taking significant steps to address the plight of students
that fall within the “missing middle” income bracket. We are in the
final stages of making the first allocation from the TUT Bursary and
Scholarship Fund to these students.
On this note, I wish to extend my utmost gratitude to the #TUTAlumni,

I am delighted to note that many of our #TUTAlumni are increasingly
taking interest in participating in the programmes of their Alma Mater
through a variety of interventions, such as webinars and motivational
talks, to mention a few. I encourage you to invite your fellow
#TUTAlumni to follow in your footsteps and support the University’s
diverse initiatives.
I look forward to engaging with you in some of the upcoming events,
either virtually or otherwise. For now, in the midst of the pandemic,
let us stay safe and save lives.

Until we talk again.
Prof Lourens van Staden
Vice-Chancellor and Principal
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Engineering: Executive Dean

calls for collaboration!

T

shwane University of Technology’s first Black female Executive
Dean for the Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment,
Dr Mukondeleli Grace Kanakana-Katumba, intends to implement
sweeping changes to position the Faculty as South Africa’s leading
engineering and the built environment school.
Dr Grace shared her vision for her tenure as Executive Dean, “In terms
of programmes and positioning ourselves globally, we must instil
entrepreneurship confidence in our students. Engineers, by nature, are
meant to be innovative and creative, therefore actively contributing
to society rather than being mere consumers. Graduates should never
sit at home because they can’t find employment. It is our responsibility
to produce quality graduates who can create employment, rather than
being job seekers only.”
“In addition, building innovation value chains and industry 4.0
capabilities will be an important focus area for FEBE. Applied research
in key areas of sustainable development goals will be strengthened,
and internationalisation projects to support these initiatives will be
implemented,” she elaborated.
Through collaboration with industries, Government agencies and
international partnerships, we believe that we will deliver on this
mandate.
For this, we need you, our alumni, for support. We will therefore
schedule alumni events regularly. Look out for more information on
events in this publication.

In addition, building innovation
value chains and industry 4.0
capabilities will be an important
focus area for FEBE
Dr Mukondeleili Grace Kanakana-Katumba
Executive Dean for the Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment
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Media specialist imparts knowledge
to TUT student journalists

T

he sound of Gaudeamus Igitur marks an important and exhilarating
milestone in any graduate’s life. It is exciting for the People’s
University that most of its alumni remain concerned about the wellbeing of their alma mater and are thus always willing to plough back.
Late American author, actress, poet and civil rights activist, Maya Angelou
once said, “When you learn, teach. When you get, give.” Angelou’s words
inspired, Malesela Maubane, a TUT Journalism alumnus, columnist, social
commentator, and former President of the Public Relations Institute of
Southern Africa (PRISA), to recently (15 June 2021) accept an invitation to
impart knowledge to third year Advanced Reporting: Features and Reviews
Journalism students.
In his virtual presentation as a guest lecturer, Maubane touched on common
types of journalism, differences between an opinion and a feature article
whilst outlining tips for writing a feature article and types of opinion.
It was a thrilling moment for the students, as one remarked that it was
“interactive and personal” whilst another indicated that it was inspiring to
have someone who has walked before them as a guest lecturer.
“The time with the students was fulfilling and besides imparting knowledge,
I also got to answer their questions on the integration of journalism with
public relations, the future of journalism amid digital advancement and the
effects of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic on the industry”, Maubane
said.
He further indicated that it was important for him to pay it forward, as
he was also fortunate to learn the ropes from the likes of the late Dr
Bhekithemba Zondo; and South African Journalist and novelist, Arthur
Maimane, during his Journalism studies in the late 1990s.
A believer in lifelong learning, Maubane is back at the People’s University,
where he is studying for an Advanced Diploma in Public Affairs.

When you learn, teach.
When you get, give.
- Maya Angelou

Malesela Maubane
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DR TT CHOLO URGES ALUMNI
to uplift poor communities

#T U T Alumni

Recipient of the Presidential Order of Luthuli in Silver and the People’s University Honorary Doctorate, Dr TT Cholo, has
called upon graduates to use their acquired academic knowledge and skills to improve the lives of fellow compatriots.
This follows the recent Autumn graduation ceremony, which saw 13903 graduates conferred virtually due to a spike in
COVID-19 infections countrywide. Speaking from his home in Soshanguve during the Youth Month, Cholo reiterated that
young people should partake in all developmental spheres of society, especially in governance and the economic sectors.

T

he 95-year-old nonagenarian emphasised that youth must
acquire the scarce and critical skills needed to address
societal challenges such as poverty, skills development and
unemployment. Affectionately referred to as Dr TT, the freedom
Stalwart believes that education should benefit more than an
individual. He encourages the Alumni to get involved with community
programs at grassroots level and make quantifiable difference through
new knowledge.

“Quality education is the backbone of development anywhere in the
world. We are supposed to have many engineers, scientists and experts
in various fields such as mining and agriculture to accelerate economic
development”, said Cholo.

During his early youth days, Cholo was defiant against the then
oppressive laws, albeit he warns that “burning tyres” and “damaging
property” are anti-progressive. Though he is a firm believer
that education must be free, Dr TT alludes that the youth must
constructively engage their concerns with authorities instead of
resorting to violent means.

In 2018, the Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) conferred an
honorary doctorate (Humanities) on the former trade unionist and
struggle stalwart. The Presidency awarded him the Order of Luthuli in
Silver (2009) for his selfless sacrifice in the struggle against apartheid
and exceptional leadership in the trade union movement.

Dr Cholo was incarcerated for 16 years on the Robben Island together
with other Stalwarts, including the Nobel Peace Prize recipient and
South Africa’s first democratically elected President Nelson Mandela, for
his role in emancipation of all South Africans.

It is evident that Cholo’s contribution to a free South Africa is one
that cannot be confined to sporadic local celebrations. A group of
#TUTAlumni and the Dr TT Cholo Foundation have initiated plans to
honour Dr TT Cholo through legacy projects, which will include annual
lecture and the renaming of certain key infrastructure later this year.
Several stakeholders in Government, business and non-governmental
organisation have thrown their support behind this noble project.

Quality education is the
backbone of development
anywhere in the world. We
are supposed to have many
engineers, scientists and
experts in various fields such
as mining and agriculture to
accelerate economic
development.
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#TUTAlumni to

honour unsung National Hero

O

ften times, society tends to forget the immense role that
Stalwarts have played in the history that has shaped South
Africa to a free country it is today. We have come across many
unsung heroes who have made a difference in our journey in pursuit of a
unified country. One such hero is Dr Tlou Theophilus Cholo. The 95 year
old nonagenarian is one of the individuals that contributed extensively
in emancipation of the country into a democracy, alongside icons such
Nelson Mandela.
In 2018, the Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) conferred an
honorary doctorate (Humanities) on the former trade unionist and
freedom Stalwart. The Presidency awarded him with the Order of Luthuli
in Silver (2009) for his selfless sacrifice in the struggle against oppression
and exceptional leadership in the trade union movement. Though
bestowed these esteemed honours, Dr Cholo’s achievements have been
limited within few prominent circles of society. Many locals, including
those around Soshanguve where he resides, and in Limpopo’s Ga-Matlala
‘a thaba Village where he was born, have not quite grasped the rich
history behind this Legend.
A group of #TUTAlumni, amongst them former student leaders, have
volunteered to shed the spotlight on the role of Cholo through initiating
the Dr TT Cholo Legacy Project with the Stalwart’s Foundation headed
by Dr Gwen Ramokgopa. Under the theme #ConnectingGenerations, the
team has planned to launch an Annual Legacy Lecture in August this year.
The process of renaming key infrastructure, especially in Tshwane, under
Dr TT Cholo is also at an advanced stage. The initiative has caught the
attention of several individuals and entities including the Department
of Military veterans, Freedom Park, Ex-Political Prisoners Association,
Limpopo Provincial Government, Corporates and Alumni in business, who
have become official partners and sponsors respectively.

#ConnectingGenerations

women and young people to actively partake in governance and
economic platforms at all societal levels, as the Stalwart envisions.
Max believes that heroes like Dr TT should also earn the fruits of their
struggle.

I have known Dr TT Cholo since 1991 when
I was still a student at Soshanguve Campus.
Years later, I was shocked to see his name on
the list of recipients for food parcels under the
local community support project. The experience
provoked me not to allow Ntate Cholo to be
another forgotten hero of the struggle
In March this year, Max started engaging with #TUTAlumni and
subsequently other stakeholders, forming a steering committee that
gave birth to this auspicious initiative. His message to fellow alumni
is: It is in your hands. Stand up and be the change you want to see
happening! Thulani wants #TUTAlumni to remember that: You don’t lead
by pointing and telling people where to go. You lead by going to that
place and make a difference!

Max Theka, an alumnus and an employee in the Mpumalanga Provincial
Department of Community Safety, Security and Liaison, hopes that the
memorialization of Dr Cholo’s legacy will encourage the youth to learn
from his wisdom and appreciate his past efforts. TUT staff member and
alumnus, Thulani Mabaso, says that the project also aims to inspire

TUT Journalism Alumni, Malesela Maubane and Shalate Davhana have
penned several Opinions in the mainstream media on the life of Dr TT
Cholo and his current views on the state of affairs in South Africa. To
read some of these, click on the links below:
https://www.iol.co.za/sundayindependent/dispatch/dr-cholopreservation-of-a-selfless-struggle-stalwart-e2aaadb1-04c7-4f8d-ab47d23caceb81fb
https://www.iol.co.za/sundayindependent/dispatch/corruption-makesus-angry-as-honest-citizens-dr-tt-cholo-f0beefce-b7d5-4109-a444fc50947bfcac
https://mg.co.za/opinion/2021-05-01-workers-day-marks-huge-joblosses-around-the-world-exacerbated-by-the-pandemic/

Max Theka

Thulani Mabaso

Convener of the Steering
Committee of the Dr TT Cholo
Legacy Project

Secretary of the Steering
Committee of the Dr Cholo Legacy
Project
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#Alumni on the move:

Congratulations!
Dr Sipho Mbatha
Dr Sipho Mbatha is the first South African to obtain a Doctorate in Fashion Design at the Tshwane
University of Technology during the virtual June graduations. The title of his dissertation is Exploring
University-Industry-Government (UIG) research linkages in the clothing manufacturing industry of
South Africa.

Phaphama Tshisikhawe
The Tshwane University of Technology has appointed Phaphama Tshisikhawe as its Spokesperson.
Phaphama has worked at TUT for the past 13 years and has held specialist communication positions in
Corporate Affairs & Marketing. She is currently a PhD candidate in Strategic Communication.

Pinky Mokwena
Pinky Mokwena, a Masters’ Degree student in Environmental Sciences at the Tshwane University
of Technology’s Faculty of Sciences, scooped first prize at the overall Inter-University Innovation
Challenge 2021 Blue Oceans Award. This inaugural innovation competition hosted at the French
Embassy came with a R150 000-price money. The title of her submission was the use of organic
maize tassel to remove perfluoroalkyl (PFAS) substances in water.

Jonas Magedi
Mr Jonas Magedi has been appointed as the Advisor to the Vice Chancellor & Principal. He was
seconded to the office of the Vice Chancellor and Principal in 2019 to provide guidance on sociopolitical issues and developing trends in Higher Education. Mr Magedi is currently a PHD Candicate
in the field of Public Affairs at the People’s University.

Peter Mbelengwa
Head of Media Relations at the Department of Forestry, Fisheries and Environment, Peter
Mbelengwa, has accepted the nomination to serve on the Departmental Advisory Committee of
the Department of Intergrated Communication at the People’s University for the period of three
years.

The Empowered People !
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The Beat goes on…

A DIET AND LIFESTYLE CONVERSATION:
Is the media doing enough to report on this during the pandemic?
There is someone that everyone can identify with who has
been affected by Covid-19, this being every person knows
of at least one person who has died from the virus. It is
interesting how the media has focused on some topics rather
than others. The focus of this paper is to understand why the
South African media is not talking about diet and lifestyle
with regard to Covid-19. Ngoga and Delbridge (2020) reflect
on how food access for the poor was one of the devastating
side effects of Covid-19 and the associated national
lockdowns.

To what are we exposed?
In McComb, 2018, there is reference to how the media may not tell
us what to think, but are impressively successful in telling us what
to think about. It is therefore interesting that there is a lack of
communication in terms of the adequate diet and lifestyle parameters
that need to be met to lessen the strains of the coronavirus from our
media organisations. Our media organisations are woefully inadequate
in response because the system has not examined or tested how
we can better communicate this dynamic in such a way that can
be impactful for people to ultimately survive during this time. The
reporting in terms of how the poor have actually been affected by
the pandemic has been quite limited; where change in lifestyle and
diet are concerned, little to no correlations have been adapted. In
some African countries, the quality of media content is seen to be
deteriorating (Mare and Brand, 2010). This explains what feels like the
current vacuum where this topic stands.

Who is driving the health protection narrative?
Arguably, diet and lifestyle discussions have been very limited
where mainstream media is concerned. In Mathe (2020), political
interference; poor economy; corruption; biased editorial policies;
political activism; and interests of media owners or funders have been
described as causes for unethical journalism practice. This may link
to how the discussion at hand is suppressed to suit a certain few and
maintain the status quo of having people suffer at the ground level.
If we place food at the centre of well-being, the discussion takes a
negative turn as this is where the inequalities experienced in this
country become strikingly apparent and the media is not designed to
explicitly discuss such topics openly.

million by the country’s competition authority after admitting that
it colluded with rivals to fix the price of bread. In another article
published by Timeslive, Tshikalange (2021) indicates that a number
of retailers including but not limited to Food Lovers Market,
Woolworths, the Spar group, Pick n Pay, the Shoprite group, Boxer
Superstores and Cambridge Foods have been called out by the
Consumer Commission for alleged price gouging.
The component of this “lack of diet” communication by South
African media houses is interesting because, arguably, it is
indicative that over and above what has been mentioned
in the previous paragraphs, those tasked with the power to
disseminate such information, are struggling to come up with
one comprehensive solution of what’s best during this difficult
time. Interestingly, a spike in ethical contraventions comes at
a time when regulation of the media by the state has become
a discredited practice, yet many media systems continue to
grapple with the question of who media organisations should be
accountable to. It appears as though this topic has not garnered
enough traction for the media houses to make more noise.

What is to be done?
In light of all that has transpired during Covid-19 around so many
losses and shifts in people’s lives, one would argue that a better
system or approach to adaptability is needed going forward. It is
disturbing that we can speak to the notion of a diet and improved
lifestyle but have many South Africans been conflicted to even
care at this stage because so much has gone wrong in the country
(Heywood, 2020). Do we give up on the idea of South Africans ever
reaching a racial balance where diet and lifestyle are concerned
or does a fight for transformative measures to be implemented by
our leaders get taken up by those suffering on the ground? In the
wake of such chaos, it will be inevitable that civil society will one
day take up a stronger stand against poor leadership that effects
no change.

The truth is, millions of South Africans and other people living in
this country are starving (Mukumbang, Ambe and Adebiyi, 2020). The
food/retail industry is run by corporations that price fix at their own
discretion for profits to be made. In an article framing the fine given
to Tiger Brands, Seria (2007) notes how the company was fined R98,8

Anda Mbikwana

Anda is seasoned journalist, a former news editor and columnist with a solid background on reputation management, public
relations & communication as a well as stakeholder liaison management. He is an alumnus of TUT and currently pursuing a
master’s degree in Journalism and Media Studies at the University of the Witwatersrand.
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We empower people

Dear #TUTAlumni
In addition to our current projects, we will embark on a number of exciting,
new projects and activities in the near future to engage #TUTAlumni even more.
Presently we bring you:
• Our Beat #TUTAlumni Newsletter
• Events invitations
• Training opportunities
• Reunions – for networking opportunities

Your ideas and participation are welcome! Don’t miss out! Walala wasala!
https://tut.devman.co.za/Devman/online/findme/
or contact alumni@tut.ac.za to update your contact details.

Scan me!

